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Abstract
This paper investigates a novel approach to a type system
for modular systems of equations; i.e., equation systems
constructed by composition of individual equation system
fragments. The purpose of the type system is to ensure, to
the extent possible, that the composed system is solvable.
The central idea is to attribute astructural typeto equa-
tion system fragments that reflects which variables occur in
which equations. In many instances, this allows over- and
underdetermined system fragments to be identified sepa-
rately, without first having to assemble all fragments into
a complete system of equations. The setting of the pa-
per is equation-based, non-causal modelling, specifically
Functional Hybrid Modelling (FHM). However, the cen-
tral ideas are not tied to FHM, but should be applicable to
equation-based modelling languages in general, like Mod-
elica, as well as to applications featuring modular systems
of equations outside the field of modelling and simulation.

Keywords Equation-based, non-causal modelling; Mod-
elica; Functional Hybrid Modelling; structural analysis;
types; type-based analysis; dependent types

1. Introduction
An important question in the context of equation-based
modelling is whether or not the system of equations de-
scribing the modelled entity is solvable. In general, this can
only be answered by studying the complete system of equa-
tions, and often not even then, except by attempting to solve
the equations through simulation.

This is problematic. Models are usually modular, i.e.
described by combining small systems of equations into
larger ones. Being able to detect problems with individ-
ual parts or their combinations without first having to put
together a complete system model is generally desirable.
Moreover, a system may bestructurally dynamic, mean-
ing that the system of equations describing its behaviour
changesover time. This implies that the question of the
solvability cannot be addressed prior to simulation.
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However, establishing that a system of equationsdefi-
nitely is not solvablecan be almost as helpful. Fortunately
there are criteria necessary (but not sufficient) for solvabil-
ity that can be checked more easily and that are applicable
to model fragments. A simple example is that the number of
variables (unknowns) and equations must agree. For exam-
ple, Modelica as of version 3.0 [12] enforces this constraint
for model fragments (and thus for a model as a whole) so as
to enable early detection of common modelling mistakes.
Keeping track of the variable and equation balance is also
the idea behind the structural constraint delta type system
[2] with similar aims.

This paper is a preliminary investigation into an im-
proved type-based (and thus compile-time) analysis for de-
termining when (fragments of) systems of equationscan-
not be solved. The goal is to provide improved precision
compared with just counting variables and equations by at-
tributing astructural typeto systems of equations reflecting
which variables occur in which equations. A type-based ap-
proach is adopted as that is a natural way of ensuring that
model fragments can be checked in isolation. This is par-
ticularly important for structurally dynamic systems where
parts of the system change over time. However, as long as
thetypesof the parts remain unchanged, and are reasonably
informative, a meaningful analysis can still be carried out
statically, at compile-time.

The development is carried out in the context of Func-
tional Hybrid Modelling (FHM) [14, 15], as this provides a
small and manageable modelling language framework that
helps keeping the focus on the essence of the problem.
FHM itself is still in an early stage of development. How-
ever, the central ideas put forward in this paper are not tied
to FHM, but should be applicable to equation-based mod-
elling languages like Modelica in general, as well as to ap-
plications featuring modular systems of equations outside
the field of modelling and simulation. In effect, FHM is
mainly used as a convenient and concise notation for mod-
ular systems of equations.

The rest of the paper is organised as follows. Section 2
provides general background and discusses related work.
Section 3 provides an overview of FHM in the interest of
making this paper relatively self-contained. Section 4 then
develops the idea of structural types for modular systems
of equations. As an example, this is applied to a simple
electrical circuit in Section 5. Finally, Section 6 discusses
future work and Section 7 gives conclusions.
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2. Background and Related Work
Object-oriented modelling languages like Modelica [12] al-
low models to be developed in amodularfashion: systems
of equations describing individual components are com-
posed into larger systems of equations describing aggre-
gates of components, and ultimately into a complete model
of the system under consideration. As with software in gen-
eral, such modularity is key to addressing the complexity
of large-scale development as it allows large problems to
be broken down into smaller ones that can be addressed
independently, enables reuse, etc.

Of course, it is possible that mistakes are made during
the development of a model. If so, it is desirable to catch
such mistakes early. In a modular setting, this means check-
ing whether a component in isolation is inherently faulty,
and whether two or more components are being composed
appropriately. As a result, mistakes can be localised effec-
tively, meaning it becomes a lot easier to find and correct
them. In contrast, mistakes that only become evident once
a system has been fully assembled are usually a lot harder
to pinpoint as the symptom in itself often is not enough
to suggest any particular part of the system as the root of
the problem. Even more problematic is a situation where
problems only reveal themselves in use, as this means the
system is unreliable.

A good way to catch errors early is to employ the notion
of types. An entity has some particular type if it satisfies the
properties implied by that type. Atype systemthen governs
under which conditions typed entities may be combined,
and determines what properties the combined entity satis-
fies, i.e. its type.

As a simple example, consider the typeInteger . If an
entity has typeInteger , this means that this entity satisfies
the property of being an integer. Moreover, a rule of the
type system would establish thatany two entities satisfy-
ing the property of being integers can be combined using
arithmetic addition into a new entity that also is an inte-
ger. This example is trivial, but as we will see, it is possible
to capture much more complex properties through suitably
defined types.

An important aspect of a type system is that it works
solely on the basis of thetypesof the combined entities,
without referring to any specific entityinstances. This
makes it possible to establish various properties of a com-
bined entity before knowing exactly what all its parts are.
This in turn allows for all manner of useful parametrisa-
tions, systems with dynamically evolving structure, etc.

This paper is concerned with equation systems proper-
ties for establishing whether a system can be solved or not.
One necessary but not sufficient condition for solvability
is the variable and equation balance: globally, the num-
ber of variables to solve for and the number of equations
must be equal. Languages like Modelica naturally enforce
this. Since version 3.0 [12], Modelica has adopted the even
stricter criterion that (in essence) variables and equations
must belocally balanced, i.e. balanced on a per component
basis. Thus, in a sense, the property of being balanced is
implicitly part of the type of a component in Modelica 3.0,

as all well-typed components are balanced. Naturally, if all
components of a model are locally balanced, this implies
that the model is globally balanced.

Of course, a locally imbalanced model might still be
globally balanced. To allow such models (without defer-
ring all checking until a model has been fully assembled),
it is necessary toexplicitly make the variable and equation
imbalance part of the type of a component. This was sug-
gested by Nilssonet al. [14] and, independently, by Bro-
manet. al. [2], who developed the idea in detail by inte-
grating the notion of a “structural constraint delta” into the
types of components.

Unfortunately, ensuring that the number of variables
and equations agree only gives relatively weak assurances.
As a simple example, consider the following system of
equations, wheref , g, andh are known functions, andx,
y, andz are variables:

f(x, y, z) = 0

g(z) = 0

h(z) = 0

The number of equations and variables agree. Yet it is clear
that we cannot hope to solve this system of equations:x and
y occur only in one equation, but we need two equations
to have a chance to determine both of them. Moreover,z

occurs alone in two of the equations, meaning that it may
be impossible to find a value ofz that satisfies them both.
What we have in this case is anunderdeterminedsystem of
equations forx andy (one equation, two variables), and an
overdeterminedsystem of equations forz (two equations,
one variable).

Note that it was possible to establish the unsolvability
of this system by just considering itsstructure: which vari-
ables occurs in which equations. This can be formalised
through the notion of astructurally singularsystem of
equations:

DEFINITION 1 (Structurally singular system of equations).
A system of equations isstructurally singulariff it is not
possible to put the variables and equations in a one-to-
one correspondence such that each variable occurs in the
equation it is related to.

We now simply observe that a system of equations that is
structurally singular is unsolvable.

Languages like Modelica ensure that models are not
structurally singular as simulation is not possible if this is
the case. However, in Modelica, this check is not carried
out on a per component basis, but only once the system has
been fully expanded into a “flat” system of equations. To
the best of this author’s knowledge, this is also the case for
all similar languages. As a result, if it turns out that the final
model is structurally singular, it can be very difficult to find
out what the origin of the problem is.

To help overcome this difficulty, Bunus and Fritzson
proposed a method to help localising the cause of any struc-
tural singularity [3, 4]. Their idea is to view the system of
equations as a bipartite graph where the variables constitute
one set of nodes, the equations the other set of nodes, and
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f(x, y, z) = 0 (1)

g(x, z) = 0 (2)

h(y, z) = 0 (3)
(a) System of equations

x Eq. 1

y Eq. 2

z Eq. 3

(b) Bipartite graph

x y z

Eq. 1
Eq. 2
Eq. 3

0

@

1 1 1
1 0 1
0 1 1
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A

(c) Incidence matrix

Figure 1. A systemof equations and its corresponding
structural representations.

there is an edge between a variable and an equation if the
former occurs in the latter. See Figure 1(a) and 1(b). They
then use the Dulmage and Mendelsohn canonical decom-
position algorithm [6] to partition the flat system of equa-
tions into three parts: one overdetermined, one underdeter-
mined, and one where the variables and equations match
up. This information is then used to help diagnose the prob-
lem and suggest remedies.

Still, it would be an advantage if mistakes thatinevitably
are going to lead to structural singularities can be flagged
up early, without first having to fully expand a model. This
is true in particular for structurally dynamic systems: since
the system of equations describing the behaviour of the sys-
tem change over time, there is no one fully expanded sys-
tem in this case. This is the kind of systems we ultimately
hope to address in the context of our work on Functional
Hybrid Modelling [14, 15].

This paper investigates an approach to early detection of
structural singularities. The basic idea is to attribute types
to components such that these types characterise thestruc-
tureof the underlying system of equations used to represent
a component, or more precicely, the structure of the equa-
tions that constitute itsinterface. We refer to this as the
structural typeof the component. The fundamental idea is
similar to the structural constraint delta approach suggested
by Bromanet al.. However, the structural type is much
richer: instead of a single number reflecting the variable
and equation imbalance, the structural type details which
variables occur in which equations. That is, the structural
type is essentially a bipartite graph as in the work by Bunus
and Fritzson, or it can be viewed as anincidence matrix: see
Figure 1(c). We will freely switch between these two points
of view in the following.

It turns out, though, that it often will be necessary to
approximate the information on which variables occur in
which equations. Thus the approach of this paper is not
a complete alternative to error diagnosis on the final, flat
system of equations as suggested by Bunus and Fritzson,
but rather complementary to it.

3. Functional Hybrid Modelling
Functional Hybrid Modelling(FHM) [14, 15] is a gener-
alisation of the central ideas of Functional Reactive Pro-
gramming (FRP) [18]. In FRP, a functional programming
language is extended with constructs for reactive program-
ming andcausal, hybrid, modelling, specificallysignals
(time-varying values) and functions on signals. This has
proved to yield a very flexible and expressive framework
for many different kinds of reactive and modelling applica-
tions [13, 9, 5, 8]. The FHM approach is similar, butrela-
tions on signalsare added to addressnon-causalmodelling.

The salient features of FRP and FHM relevant for this
paper are covered in the rest of this section. The ideas are
illustrated with a simple circuit example. This example is
also used later in this paper. Note that FHM is currently
being developed: no complete implementation exists yet.
However, as explained earlier, it provides a convenient set-
ting for this work.

3.1 Fundamental Concepts

FRP is a conceptual framework. A number of concrete im-
plementations exists. Here, we will briefly consider Yampa
[13], which is most closely related to FHM. Yampa is based
on two central concepts:signalsand signal functions. A
signal is a function from time to a value; conceptually:

Signal α ≈ Time → α

(The conceptual nature of this definition is indicated by≈.
→ is the infix type constructor for function types.)Time

is continuous, and is represented as a non-negative real
number. The type parameterα specifies the type of values
carried by the signal. For example, the type of a varying
electrical voltage might beSignal Voltage.

A signal functionis a function fromSignal to Signal :

SF α β ≈ Signal α → Signal β

When a value of typeSF α β is applied to an input signal
of type Signal α, it produces an output signal of type
Signal β. Signal functions arefirst class entitiesin Yampa.
Signals, however, are not: they only exist indirectly through
the notion of signal function. Additionally, signal functions
satisfies a causality1 requirement: at any point in time, the
output must not depend on future input.

The output of a signal function at timet is uniquely
determined by the input signal on the interval[0, t]. If
a signal function is such that the output at timet only
depends on the input at the very same time instantt, it is
calledstateless. Otherwise it isstateful.

3.2 First-Class Signal Relations

A natural mathematical description of a continuous sig-
nal function is that of an ODE in explicit form. A func-
tion is just a special case of the more general concept of
a relation. While functions usually are given a causal in-
terpretation, relations are inherently non-causal. Differen-
tial Algebraic Equations (DAEs), which are at the heart of

1 This is temporalcausality, a notion distinct from the notion of causality
in “non-causal modelling.”
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non-causal modelling, express dependences among signals
without imposing a causality on the signals in the relation.
Thus it is natural to view the meaning of a DAE as a non-
causalsignal relation, just as the meaning of an ODE in
explicit form can be seen as a causal signal function. Since
signal functions and signal relations are closely connected,
this view offers a clean way of integrating non-causal mod-
elling into an Yampa-like setting.

Similarly to the signal function typeSF of Yampa (Sec-
tion 3.1), the typeSR α stands for a relation on a signal of
typeα. Like signal functions, signal relations are first class
entities, as will become clear in the following. Specific re-
lations use a more refined type; e.g., for the derivative rela-
tion der we have the typing:

der :: SR (Real ,Real)

Since a signal carrying pairs is isomorphic to a pair of
signals, we can understandder as a binary relation on two
real-valued signals.

Signal relations are constructed as follows:

sigrel pattern where equations

The pattern introducessignal variablesthat at each point
in time are bound to theinstantaneousvalue of the corre-
sponding signal. Given a patternp of typet , p :: t , we have:

sigrel p where . . . :: SR t

Consequently, the equations express relationships be-
tween instantaneous signal values. This resembles the stan-
dard notation for differential equations in mathematics. For
example, considerx′ = f(y), which means that the instan-
taneous value of the derivative of (the signal)x at every
time instant is equal to the value obtained by applying the
functionf to the instantaneous value ofy.

There are two styles of basic equations:

e1 = e2

sr ⋄ e3

whereei are expressions (possibly introducing new signal
variables), andsr is anexpressiondenoting a signal rela-
tion. We require equations to be well-typed. Givenei :: ti,
this is the case ifft1 = t2 andsr :: t3.

The first kind of equation requires the values of the two
expressions to be equal at all points in time. For example:

f x = g y

wheref andg are ordinary, pure, functions.2

The second kind allows an arbitrary relation to be used
to enforce a relationship between signals. The symbol⋄
can be thought of asrelation application; the result is a
constraint which must hold at all times. The first kind of
equation is just a special case of the second in that it can be

2 We follow standard functional programming practice and denote ordi-
nary function application simply by juxtapositioning, without any paren-
theses.
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Figure 2. A simpleelectrical circuit.

seen as the application of the identity relation. Thus, with
I denoting the identity relation, an equatione1 = e2 could
also be writtenI ⋄ (e1, e2).

For another example, consider a differential equation
like x′ = f(x, y). Using the notation above, this equation
can be written:

der ⋄ (x , f x y)

whereder is the relation relating a signal to its derivative.
For notational convenience, we will often use a notation
closer to standard mathematical practice:

der x = f x y

The meaning is exactly as in the first version. Thus, in the
second form,der is not a pure function operating only on
instantaneous signal values. It is a (stateful) signal function
operating on the underlying signal.

We illustrate the ideas above by modelling the electrical
circuit in Figure 2 (adapted from [11]). The typePin is a
record type describing an electrical connection. It has fields
v for voltage andi for current.3

twoPin :: SR (Pin ,Pin ,Voltage)
twoPin = sigrel (p,n, u) where

u = p.v − n.v

p.i + n.i = 0

resistor :: Resistance → SR (Pin ,Pin)

resistor r = sigrel (p,n) where

twoPin ⋄ (p,n, u)

r ∗ p.i = u

inductor :: Inductance → SR (Pin ,Pin)

inductor l = sigrel (p,n) where

twoPin ⋄ (p,n, u)
l ∗ der p.i = u

capacitor :: Capacitance → (Pin ,Pin)

capacitor c = sigrel (p,n) where

twoPin ⋄ (p,n, u)

c ∗ der u = p.i

The resistor, inductor and capacitor models are defined
as extensions of thetwoPin model. This is accomplished

3 The namePin is perhaps a bit misleading since it just represents a pair
of physical quantities,not a physical “pin component”; i.e.,Pin is the
type ofsignal variablesrather thansignal relations.
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using functional abstraction rather than any Modelica-like
class concept. Note how parameterized models are defined
through functionsreturning relations, e.g.resistor . Since
the parameters (liker of resistor ) are normal function
arguments,not signal variables, their values remain un-
changed throughout the lifetime of the returned relations.4

As signal relations are first class entities, signal relations
can be parameterized on other signal relations in the same
way.

To assemble these components into the full model, a
Modelica-inspiredconnect-notation is used as a conve-
nient abbreviation for connection equations. In FHM, this
is just syntactic sugar that is expanded to basic equations:
equality constraints for connected potential quantities and a
sum-to-zero equation for connected flow quantities.5 In the
following, connect is only applied toPin records, where
the voltage field is declared as a potential quantity whereas
the current field is declared as a flow quantity.

We assume that a voltage source modelvSourceAC

and a ground modelground are available in addition to
the component models defined above. Moreover, we are
only interested in the total current through the circuit, and,
as there are no inputs, the model thus becomes aunary
relation:

simpleCircuit :: SR Current

simpleCircuit = sigrel i where

resistor 1000 ⋄ (r1p, r1n)

resistor 2200 ⋄ (r2p, r2n)

capacitor 0.00047 ⋄ (cp, cn)

inductor 0.01 ⋄ (lp, ln)
vSourceAC 12 ⋄ (acp, acn)

ground ⋄ gp

connect acp r1p r2p

connect r1n cp

connect r2n lp

connect acn cn ln gp

i = r1p.i + r2p.i

There is no need to declare variables liker1p, r1n: their
types are inferred. Note the signal relation expressions like
resistor 1000 to the left of the signal relation application
operators⋄.

As an illustration of signal relation application, let us
expandresistor 1000 ⋄ (r1p, r1n) using the definitions of
twoPin andresistor . The result is is the following three
equations, whereu1 is a fresh variable:

u1 = r1p.n − r1n.v

r1p.i + r1n.i = 0

1000 ∗ r1p.i = u1

3.3 Dynamic Structure

Yampa can express highly structurally dynamic systems.
Ultimately, we hope to integrate as much of that function-

4 In Modelica terms, they areparameter-variables.
5 This simple treatment ofconnect has been sufficient for our small
examples thus far. It is not clear if all aspects of the more comprehensive
Modelica notion ofconnect could be handled in the same way.

ality as possible into FHM. As a basic example, switching
among two different sets of equations as a Boolean signal
changes value might be expressed as follows:

switch b

when False

equations
1

when True

equations
2

If the type system approach outlined in this paper is to work
for FHM, we need to consider how to handle such con-
structs from a type perspective. This is done in Section 4.4.
There are many other outstanding problems related to im-
plementation of structurally dynamic systems. But those
are outside the scope if this paper.

4. Structural Types for Signal Relations
We now define the notion of structural type and show how
it enables structural analysis to be carried out in a modular
way, without having to first expand out signal relations to
“flat” systems of equations. The key difficulty is abstraction
of structural types, and consequently the section mostly
focuses on that aspect.

4.1 The Structural Type

In essence, a signal relation is anencapsulatedsystem of
equations. When a signal function is applied, these equa-
tions impose constraints on signals in scope at the point of
application through the variables of the signal relationin-
terface. A larger system of equations is thus formed, com-
posed from equations contributed by each applied signal
relation.

Let us consider a simple example:

foo :: SR (Real ,Real ,Real)

foo = sigrel (x1, x2, x3) where

f1 x1 x2 x3 = 0

f2 x2 x3 = 0

Let us assume a context with five variables,u, v , w , x , y,
and let us applyfoo twice in that context:

foo ⋄ (u, v ,w)

foo ⋄ (w , u + x , v + y)

The result, obtained by substituting the variablesu, v , w ,
x , y into the equations offoo, is the following system of
equations:

f1 u v w = 0

f2 v w = 0

f1 w (u + x ) (v + y) = 0
f2 (u + x ) (v + y) = 0

Note that each application offoo contributed two equations
to the composed system, each for a subset of the variables
to the right of the relation application operator⋄.

As discussed in Section 2, the aim is now to analyse
the structure (which variables occur in which equations)
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of the composed system in order to identify situations that
definitely will result in over- or underdetermined systems
of equations.

However, for a variety of reasons, it is not desirable
to assume that this can be done by simply unfolding the
applied relations as was done above. In the context of FHM,
what goes to the left of⋄ is a signal relationexpression
that may involve parameters that are not known at compile
time, thus preventing the expression from being evaluated
statically. Or the exact contribution of the applied signal
relation might not be known for other reasons, for example
due to separate compilation or because it is structurally
dynamic.

Thus, we are only going to assume that thetypeof the
applied signal relation is known. To enable structural anal-
ysis, the type of signal relations is enriched by a component
reflecting its structure. We refer to this as thestructural type
of the signal relation.

DEFINITION 2 (Structural type of system of equations).
Thestructural typeof a system of equations is the incidence
matrix of that system. It has one row for each equation, and
one column for each variable in scope6. An occurrence of a
variable in an equation is indicated by 1, a non-occurrence
by 0.

Note that definition 2 concerns systems of equations.
For asignal relation, i.e. anencapsulatedsystem of equa-
tions, the structural type is limited to the equationscon-
tributed by the signal relation and the variables of its in-
terface. If the interface includes records of signal variables,
like Pin of the simple circuit example in Section 3.2, then
each field counts as an independent variable. We defer a
precise definition until section 4.3.

As an example, consider the signal relationfoo above.
Its type, including the structural part, is:

foo :: SR (Real ,Real ,Real)

(

1 1 1
0 1 1

)

4.2 Composition of Structural Types

Now let us consider composition of structural types. The
overall structural type for a sequence of equations is ob-
tained by simply joining the incidence matrices for the in-
dividual equations as the same set of variables is in scope
across all equations.

The structural type for a basic equation of the form

e1 = e2

is a single-row matrix indicating which variables occurs in
expressionse1 ande2.

The structural type for the second form of equation,
signal relation application, is more interesting. The general
form of this kind of equation is:

sr ⋄ (e1, e2, . . . , ei)

wheree1, e2, . . . , ei are expressions over the signal vari-
ables that are in scope. These expressions and their relation

6 Only “unknown” signal variables are of interest here, not parameters or
“known” (input) signal variables.

to the variables in scope can also be represented by an in-
cidence matrix, with one row for each expression and one
column for each variable. The incidence matrix of the sig-
nal relationapplicationis then obtained by Boolean matrix
multiplication7 of the structural type of the applied signal
relation and the incidence matrix of the right-hand side ex-
pressions.

Returning to the example from the previous section, the
incidence matrix of the right-hand side of the application

foo ⋄ (u, v ,w)

in a context with five signal variablesu, v , w , x , y is

u v w x y




1 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0





(where the columns have been labelled for clarity). Multi-
plying the structural type offoo with this matrix yields:

u v w x y
(

1 1 1
0 1 1

)





1 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0



 =

u v w x y
(

1 1 1 0 0
0 1 1 0 0

)

Similarly, for

foo ⋄ (w , u + x , v + y)

we obtain

u v w x y
(

1 1 1
0 1 1

)





0 0 1 0 0
1 0 0 1 0
0 1 0 0 1



 =

u v w x y
(

1 1 1 1 1
1 1 0 1 1

)

The complete incidence matrix for the two applications of
foo is thus

u v w x y








1 1 1 0 0
0 1 1 0 0
1 1 1 1 1
1 1 0 1 1









Compare with the fully expanded system of equations in
the previous section.

4.3 Abstraction over Structural Types

In the previous section, we saw how to obtain the overall
structural type of a composition of signal relations given
the structural types of the involved signal relations. The

7 Multiplication is understood as Boolean conjunction,∧ (logical “and”),
and addition as Boolean disjunction,∨ (logical “or”).
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next step is to consider how to encapsulate a system of
equations in a signal relation. It is often the case that the
set of variables in the interface of a signal relation, thein-
terface variablesis a proper subset of the variables that are
in scope. A signal relation may thus abstract over a num-
ber of local variables. This, in turn, means that a number
of the equations at handmustbe used to solve for the local
variables: the local variables are not going to be in scope
outside the signal relation, and thus it is not possible to add
further equations for them later.

The available equations are thus going to be partitioned
into local equations, those that are used to solve for lo-
cal variables, andinterface equations, those that are con-
tributed to the “outside” when the signal relation is ap-
plied. This immediately presents an opportunity to detect
instances of over- and underdetermined systems of equa-
tions for the local variables on a per signal relation basis.
However, it also presents a very hard problem as the par-
titioning is not uniquely determined, which in general im-
plies that a signal relation does not have unique best struc-
tural type.

To illustrate, consider encapsulating the example from
the previous section in a signal relation where only the
variablesu andy appear in the interface:

bar = sigrel (u, y) where

foo ⋄ (u, v ,w)
foo ⋄ (w , u + x , v + y)

Recall the incidence matrix of the encapsulated system:

u v w x y








1 1 1 0 0
0 1 1 0 0
1 1 1 1 1
1 1 0 1 1









Three of the underlying equations are needed to solve for
the local variablesv , w , andx , the remaining one is the
interface equation. But the only equation thatcannotbe
chosen as the interface equation is number 2, as no interface
variable occurs in this equation. Projecting out the columns
for the interface variables for the the incidence matrices for
the three possible choices of interface equation yields

u y
(

1 0
)

u y
(

1 1
)

u y
(

1 1
)

The last two possibilities are equivalent, so this leaves us
with two possible structural types: the signal relationbar

can either provide a single equation in which the first vari-
able of the interface occurs, or it can provide an equation
in which both interface variables occurs, depending on the
chosen equation partitioning inbar .

A modelling language compiler will decide on a spe-
cific partitioning. But this choice is typically dictated by
intricate numerical considerations and often also by the us-
age context8. As it is essential that typechecking is com-

8 Tools usually expand the model to a flat system of equations first. These
equations are then “sorted”, meaning deciding on which equation to use
to solve for a particular variable [7].

positional, it is clear that the partitioning must be done in-
dependently of usage context. And to ensure that the type
system is independent of arbitrary implementation choices,
as well as reasonably easy to understand for the end user, it
is clear that the partitioning should not depend on low-level
numerical considerations either.

There are two approaches for dealing with the situation.
One is toacceptthat a signal relation can have more than
one structural type. This paper does not explore that avenue
as there is a risk that it would lead to a combinatorial
explosion of possibilities to consider. Still, it should not
be ruled out. The other approach is to decide on a suitable
notion of “best” structural type. Then, if a signal relation
has more than one possible structural type, choose the best
one, if this is a uniquely determined choice, otherwise
approximateall best types with a type that is better than
them all, but still as informative as possible, and take this
approximation as the structural type of the signal relation.

We are going to adopt the a notion of “best” that reflects
the observation that an equation is more useful the more
variables that occur in it (as this gives more flexibility when
choosing which equation to use to solve for which vari-
able). We are further going to assume that an implemen-
tation is free to make such a best choice. The latter might
not be the case, but we should then keep in mind that the
objective of the type system isnot to guarantee that a sys-
tem of equationscanbe solved, but to detect cases where a
system of equations definitelycannotbe solved. Assuming
a freedom of choice is thus a safe approximation.

DEFINITION 3 (Subsumed (variables)).Let V1 andV2 be
sets of variables.V1 is subsumed byV2 iff V1 \ V2 = ∅.

DEFINITION 4 (Subsumed (structural types)).Let s1 and
s2 be structural types.s1 is subsumed bys2 iff there exists
a permutation of the rows of the incidence matrix fors2

such that the variables of each row of the incidence matrix
for s1 are subsumed by the variables of the corresponding
row of the permuted incidence matrix fors2. The subsumed
relation on structural types is denoted by the infix symbol
≤.

DEFINITION 5 (Best Structural Types).Let S be a set of
structural types. Thebest structural typesin S is the set

{s | s ∈ S ∧ ¬(∃s′ ∈ S . s ≤ s′)}

Returning to the signal relationbar above, we find that
it actually has a single best structural type since

u y
(

1 0
)

≤
u y

(

1 1
)

The complete type ofbar is thus:

bar :: SR (Real ,Real)
(

1 1
)

As an example of a case where there is not any best type,
consider

s1 =

(

1 0 1
1 0 0

)

, s2 =

(

0 0 1
1 1 1

)
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Note thats1 6≤ s2 ands2 6≤ s1. Neither is better than the
other, and the best structural types ofS = {s1, s2} is S.

What is needed if there is more than one best type is
to find an approximation in the form of an upper bound
that subsumes them all. Clearly such a bound exists: just
take the incidence matrix with all 1s, for example. That
corresponds to an assumption that each equation can be
used to solve for any variable, meaning that we are back to
the approach of counting equations and variables. However,
to avoid loosing precision unnecessarily, asmallest upper
boundshould be chosen. As the following example shows,
there may be more than one such bound, in which case one
is chosen arbitrarily.

Consider the two structural types
(

1 1 0 0
0 0 1 1

)

,

(

0 1 0 1
1 0 0 1

)

Upper bounds can be constructed by taking the union of
the first incidence matrix and all possible row permutations
of the second one. As there are only two rows, we get two
upper bounds:

(

1 1 0 1
1 0 1 1

)

,

(

1 1 0 1
0 1 1 1

)

Neither is smaller than the other. However, they are both as
small as possible, as removing a single 1 from any matrix
means it will not subsume one or the other of the original
matrices. Thus, in general, the least upper bound of struc-
tural types under the subsumed ordering is not uniquely
determined.

We can now give a definition of the structural type of a
signal relation:

DEFINITION 6 (Structural type of a signal relation).The
structural type of a signal relationwith a body ofm equa-
tions overn variables, of whichi variables occur in the
interface, if that type exists, is an(m − (n − i)) × i inci-
dence matrix that is a least upper bound of the structural
types of all possible choices of interface equations.

The following algorithm determines the structural type
of a signal relation when one exists, or reports an error
otherwise. We claim this without proof, leaving that as
future work:

Arguments:

1. Structural types for the system of equations of the body
of the signal relation in the form of anm× n incidence
matrix (m equations,n variables).

2. The setV of variables,|V | = n, and a mapping from
variables to the corresponding column number of the
incidence matrix.

3. The setI of interface variables of the signal relation.

Result:

• If successful, an(m− (n− |I|))× |I| incidence matrix
representing the structural type of the signal relation.

• Otherwise, an indication of the problem(s): under- or
overdetermined system of local equations; overdeter-
mined system of interface equations.

Algorithm:

1. LetL = V \ I be the set of local variables. Partitions
into three parts:

• sL: rows corresponding to equations over variables
in L only, thea priori local equations;

• sI : rows corresponding to equations over variables
in I only thea priori interface equations;

• sM : the remaining rows, corresponding to equations
over mixed interface and local variables.

Let mL, mI , mM be the number of rows ofsL, sI , and
sM respectively. (Note that the a priori local equations
canonly be used to solve for local variables, whereas
the a priori interface equations canonlybe used to solve
for interface variables.)

2. Let k = |L| − mL. k is the number of equations in
addition to local ones that are needed to solve for all
local variables.

• If k < 0, report “overdetermined local system of
equations”.

• If k > mM , report “underdetermined local system
of equations”.

3. InitialiseSI′ to ∅

4. Choosek rows from sM in all possible ways (
(

mM

k

)

possibilities,mM ≥ k). For each such choice:

(a) PartitionsM into sL′ containing thek chosen rows
andsI′ containing the remaining rows.

(b) ConsidersL and sL′ restricted to the local vari-
ablesL as a bipartite graph and compute a maxi-
mum matching using the standard augmenting path
algorithm [1, pp. 246–250]. Check if the size of the
matching is equal to|L|. If yes, this means that each
variable inL can be paired with a row fromsL orsL′

in which it occurs, which is a necessary condition for
using the equations corresponding to the rows from
sL or sL′ to solve for the local variables.

(c) ConsidersI andsI′ restricted to the interface vari-
ablesI as a bipartite graph and compute a maximum
matching using the standard augmenting path algo-
rithm. Check if the size of the matching is equal to
the number of rows ofsI andsI′ , i.e.mI +mM −k.
If yes, then this means that all equations correspond-
ing to the rows ofsI andsI′ can be used simulta-
neously to solve for one of the interface variables.
This is a necessary condition for ensuring that the
interface equations contributed by the signal relation
does not constitute an overdetermined system.

(d) If both checks above passed, then this particular
choice ofk rows isvalid.

(e) For each valid choice, addsI′ restricted to the vari-
ablesI to SI′ .

5. If SI′ = ∅, it is not possible to solve for the local vari-
ables and/or the interface equations contributed by the
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signal relation are going to be overdetermined. Report
the problem.

6. Determine the best structural typesSI′′ of SI′ .

7. LetsI′′ be a least upper bound ofSI′′ .

8. The incidence matrix obtained by joiningsI ands′′
I

is
the structural type of the signal relation, i.e. a least upper
bound of the structural types of all possible choices of
interface equations.

4.4 Structurally Dynamic Systems

To conclude the development, we briefly consider how to
handle structurally dynamic systems, for example of the
type illustrated in section 3.3. Clearly, the structural types
of the equations in the different branches could be differ-
ent. However, at any point in time, the choice of which
equations that are active is determined by the condition of
the switch-construct. Thus, the structural type of the en-
tire switch-construct is thegreatest lower boundof the
structural types of the branches, as that is the only thing
which is guaranteed at all points in time. One may also
want to impose additional consistency constraints between
the branches to avoid unpleasant surprises at run-time, e.g.
due to the system of equations all of a sudden becoming
overdetermined. But this has not yet been investigated.

4.5 Implementation

The algorithm for computing the structural type for a signal
relation has been prototyped in Haskell. It implements all
aspects of the described algorithm, except that it has not
been verified whether the computation of upper bounds
indeed yields one of the least upper bounds.

The time complexity of the algorithm is a concern. For
example, the

(

mM

k

)

possible partitionings of the mixed
equations that need to be investigated could, in adverse
circumstances, be a large number. However, there may be
ways to exploit more of the structure of the equations in
order to limit the number of alternatives to consider. It is
also easy to check how many partitioning there are before
starting to enumerate them, and if they are judged to be too
many, one can simply default to a safe over approximation
of the type.

5. Structural Types for a Simple Electrical
Circuit

As an example, let us apply the structural type system
developed in section 4 to the simple electrical circuit from
section 3.2.

Let us first consider the resistor. Recall thatPin is a
record of two fieldsv and i , and that the signal relation
interface thus consists offour variables:p.v , p.i , n.v , and
n.i :

resistor :: Resistance → SR (Pin ,Pin)

resistor r = sigrel (p,n) where

twoPin ⋄ (p,n, u)

r ∗ p.i = u

Before approximation, the two possible structural types for
resistor are

(

0 1 0 1
0 1 0 0

)

,

(

0 1 0 1
1 0 1 0

)

reflecting a choice between usingu = p.v − n.v or r ∗
p.i = u for solving for the local variableu. (The equation
u = p.v − n.v is contributed bytwoPin . However, note
that only itsstructural typeis of interest here, not the exact
equation.) This gets approximated with a least upper bound
to:

(

0 1 0 1
1 1 1 0

)

Of course,resistor cannot provide a single equation in
which all of p.v , p.i , andn.v occur. But as the equation
can only be used to solve for one of the variables, and as an
equation can be provided for either two of the variables or
the third, this is not too bad.

Let us now considerinductor :

inductor :: Inductance → SR (Pin ,Pin)

inductor l = sigrel (p,n) where

twoPin ⋄ (p,n, u)

l ∗ der p.i = u

The possible structural types before approximation are the
same as for resistor, but this time reflecting a choice be-
tween usingu = p.v − n.v or p.i =

∫

p.i ′ dt, wherep.i ′

is the state derivative, for solving for the local variables.
Note that the equationl ∗ p.i ′ = u is local, as neither the
state derivative noru occurs in the interface ofinductor .
After approximation, the structural type ofinductor be-
comes the same as that ofresistor .

The case forcapacitor is also very similar, and both
the possible structural types prior to approximation and the
final structural type are again the same.

For a final example, suppose a mistake has been made
in the definition ofsimpleCircuit : instead of

connect r1n cp

connect r2n lp

the equations read

connect r2n lp

connect r2n lp

Note that the number of equations and variables remain
exactly the same in the two cases (eachconnect above
is expanded to one equality constraint and one sum-to-zero
equation).

The structural type checking algorithm presented in this
paper correctly reports thatsimpleCircuit is a locally un-
derdetermined system. If only variables and equations had
been counted, this error would not have been detected.

6. Future Work
It should be emphasised that what has been presented in the
present paper is only a preliminary investigation into the
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basics of a type-based structural analysis for modular sys-
tems of equations. It is not yet yet a full-featured type sys-
tem. In particular, we have only considered the structural
aspect in isolation, and to that end it was tacitly assumed
that the structural types of composed signal relations were
known, enabling the overall structural type of signal rela-
tions to be computed in a bottom-up manner.

However, FHM aims at treating signal relations as first
class entities. One consequence of this is that signal rela-
tions can beparametrised, including on other signal rela-
tions. In FHM, a parametrised signal relation is simply a
function that computes a signal relation given values of the
parameters, which could include other signal relations. The
question then is how to determine the structural type of any
signal relation parameters.

One option would be to insist that the structural types of
signal relation parameters is always declared. This could be
cumbersome, but there is always the possibility of making
a permissible (imprecise) default assumption in the absence
of explicit declarations. Another option might be to try to
infer suitable structural constraints for the parameters from
how they are being used in Hindley-Milner fashion. A third
option would be to move to a framework ofdependent
types[17, 16] where types are indexed by (can depend on)
terms. In our case, the incidence matrices that represent the
structural type would be considered term-level data, and
the output structural type of a parametrised signal relation
is then allowed to depend on the input structural type(s),
or even the values of other parameters, meaning that the
output structural type will be given as a function of the
parameter values.

Incidentally, Modelica effectively also provides para-
metrised signal relations through its mechanism of replace-
able components. Here the problem is addressed by syn-
tactically requiring a default value for the replaceable com-
ponent, which is used for typechecking, and additionally
insisting that any replacement conforms with the type of
the default value in such a way that the the result after any
replacement is still guaranteed to be well-typed.

Another aspect that was not considered is how to handle
equations on arrays. If the sizes of the arrays are manifestly
known, it would be possible to consider an array equation
simply as a shorthand notation for equations between the
individual elements. But that is not very attractive, and it
would inevitably lead to unwieldy structural types, bloated
with lots of repetitive information. And, of course, if the
array sizes are not manifest but parameters of the relation,
it would be even more problematic. The most feasible ap-
proach is likely to restrict array equations in such a way
that each such equation can be considered a single equa-
tion for the purpose of the structural types. Again, mov-
ing to a setting of dependent types might be helpful, as the
typechecking depends on term-level data, i.e. the sizes of
the arrays. Dependent type systems supporting explicitly
sized data has been studied extensively. One good example
is Dependent ML [19, 20].

We would also like to integrate checking of physical
dimensions [10] into the FHM type system. We observe

that this is another reason to look closer at dependent types
since the types become dependent on term-level data. For
example, if an entity with a dimension type is subject to
iterated multiplication, the resulting dimension depends on
how many timesthe multiplication was iterated.

Finally, there are usability aspects that needs to be con-
sidered. While the type errors that are reported should be
attributed fairly precisely to the component that is faulty, it
is not clear how to phrase the error messages such that the
problem becomes evident to the end user. Also, we need
to keep in mind the conservative nature of the type system:
there is no guarantee that further errors will not be discov-
ered when a complete system of equations has been assem-
bled. Combining the approach developed here with that of
Bunus and Fritzson [3, 4] might help on both counts.

7. Conclusions
This paper presented a preliminary investigation into type
system for modular systems of equations. The setting of
the paper is equation-based, non-causal modelling, but the
central ideas should have more general applicability. The
paper showed how attributing astructural typeto equation
system fragments allows over- and underdetermined sys-
tem fragments to be identified separately, without first hav-
ing to assemble all fragments into a complete system of
equations. The central difficulty was handling abstraction
of systems of equations. The paper presented an algorithm
for determining the best possible type for an abstracted sys-
tem, although this may involve approximation.

It should be emphasised that was has been presented is
not yet a complete type system. The paper only consid-
ers the structural aspect, and it was tacitly assumed that
these structural types essentially could be determined in
a straightforward bottom-up manner. The goal of treating
signal relations as first class entities raises a number of
further challenges, some of which were discussed in Sec-
tion 6.
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